
pack

I saw an ant carrying 
a big leaf!  

ant

Learn a Word cards
To complete your set of Learn a Word cards, simply print, laminate and cut!
Use at home or in the classroom to extend language and literacy understandings 

emerging from the show Learn a Word. 

Who can skip 
home from 

school the f
astest? 

skip spot hug
went



This picture was drawn 
by my brother.

by

This carrot is very 
good for me!

good



I had a piece of toast 
for breakfast.

had

That is my lunch! 
Bring that back!    

that



I found some shells and put 
them on my sandcastle!

them

This is how I jump
in puddles.

how



What would dogs say if 
they could talk?

if

The bear is in the box.

in



Which of these fruits 
do you like the best? 

which

The wombat is
in the garden. 

is



My brother wears a very 
bright scarf in winter.

very

When we went for a 
walk, we saw a bee! 

we



We went to watch 
the fireworks.

went

I say “Mum, Mum, Mum”,
over and over again!

mum



My friend has a Bilby
in her garden.

my

Dad did not expect there to 
be a spider in the doorway.

not



I drew a picture 
of a whale.

of

Can you switch the 
light off? 

off



I love playing on 
the trampoline. 

on

Our favourite animals 
are whales.

our



A hat on our cat! 
Well how about that!

cat

 I like to jump into 
the pool. 

into



There is a hot air balloon! 

there

Horses are my favourite 
animal. They can be all 

sorts of colours. 

they



This lizard can 
change colour!

this

I run out to check 
the mailbox.

run



What did one eye say 
to the other?

say

Our dog loves going 
in the car!

car



A dog stole my sandwich
at the park! 

dog

I caught a fish with
my uncle! 

fish



The sunflowers have
grown very tall!

tall

I love backyard cricket,
I have my own bat! 

bat



It is cool enough for
a jumper outside!

cool

 I found an old sock
under my bed.

sock



I ran all the way to 
the top of the hill! 

top

My friends and I like to 
play rock-paper-scissors! 

rock



Last night, I had a 
dream I could fly!

fly

 I like to help carry the 
green bags to the shop! 

shop



Plants need water 
to grow! 

need

I like to give high-fives
with my feet! 

feet



I catch a bus to the 
markets with my grandad!

bus

My Nonna took me to 
the zoo for my birthday!

zoo



What do you want 
to do now? 

now

Who can skip home from 
school the fastest? 

skip



Our cat’s favourite spot 
to sit is on the dog’s bed. 

spot

I saw an ant carrying 
a big leaf!  

ant



My teddy bear is so 
soft and nice to hug.

hug

I can pack my 
own school bag!  

pack



I really enjoy playing
with my dog! 

enjoy

When I’m at the playground, 
I play on the slide first. 

when



My friend let me ride 
her new bike! 

let

I think I just 
saw a koala! 

think



Learning the recorder 
is so much fun! 

fun

Sunscreen and a hat 
protect me from the sun.  

sun



I have a quick splash when 
it is really hot outside! 

hot

My favourite drink 
is water!

drink



My dad taught me how to 
carefully chop vegetables!

chop

Every night before bed 
I read a book! 

book



I love to play jump 
rope with my friends! 

jump

There were lots of 
people on the bus.

people



My Nana’s sprouts are 
out of the ground!

out

My friend and I talk 
over walkie-talkies. 

over



I like to play basketball 
with my friends at school. 

play

I’ll pick some strawberries 
for you and some for me. 

for



I saw a clown go 
down the slide.

down

My dad makes the 
best pizza.  

dad



Look at what I can do! 

do

We see a shark and an
octopus at the aquarium.

see



My aunt loves the beach, 
even when she gets splashed! 

she

We played in the pool for 
so, so, so, so long. 

so



My dad uses a 
big calculator. 

big
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My sister calls her visiting 
kangaroo her friend.

her



I know our dog needs a bath, 
because I can smell him!

him

I planted a seed and then 
it grew into a sunflower. 

then



I love to learn things 
by asking “why?” 

why
???

Do you want to make 
paper aeroplanes with us?  

with



I like to sneak up on
you and say “Boo!”

to

Would you like to go bike 
riding with us?

us



The next time it is sunny,
I will plant some flowers. 

will

Who wants to go for a 
swim? Me please!

me




